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Introduction
Environmental artists are ecologically and politically motivated to change the way we view our world. Artists undertake the production of art and activism, where the art-making becomes more than art; it becomes activism; a way that allows for raising awareness; a way to retrieve, express and communicate a political message. Here, diverse creativities (including intercultural, interdisciplinary, and artistic creativity) enable forms of authorship with particular kinds of power and capacity. In this chapter, We draw on three activist enquiry practices which embody: (i) intercultural creativity through an activist choreographic practice involving a Greenlandic and Scandinavian dance company; (ii) transdisciplinary creativity through an arts-based environmental education practice inspired by an activist sculpture involving a primary school in the UK; and (ii) artistic creativity inspired by an artist activist residency practice in a Higher Education setting in the UK. Each practice features artist-researcher collaborations. Each practice involves arts as activism. Each practice makes explicit an understanding of the body as inscriptor, where the relationship between the body, power and the authoring of diverse creativities is crucial in the embodiment of arts practice as research and arts education. Each practice as research stimulates reflection and discussion by teachers, students, artists, researchers and policy makers interested in what it might mean to live the arts-as-political-as-embodiment in creating practice as research where arts activism, diverse creativities and embodiment is manifest.
BACKGROUND
There is a central and growing importance in the contemporary life of arts in society, which is subsequently influencing arts education. While political science, as a discipline, has been strangely silent on the political importance of the arts, we see the political significance of aesthetic experience, arts and wellbeing, intercultural arts dialogue, and arts as activism, as forms of political action, which are being drawn into an increasingly global reality.  The arts have traditionally been located in place, defined geographically as the cultural products of a particular nation, people or region. Yet, in the new spaces of the twenty-first century, with social media and the internet, multinational and international corporations, navigating the significant ways that the arts engage, and representing multiple creativities locally and globally, we are meeting with diverse populations together in ways that flow across these borders and create an increasingly global environment for the arts.
	The aim of this chapter is to provide important insights crucial for the ongoing creative and collective process of arts activism. Its meaning is at the interface of, as the title suggests, the principle of connection and what connects arts ‘practice as research’ and inheres in those who undertake ‘practice as research’ (Hickey-Moody and Page, 2015 p.181.)  While the term, ‘practice as research’ has been used by a number of arts-based researchers, it is a phrase used by Anna Hickey-Moody (2015) ‘to refer to an entwining of contemporary creative practice and academic research landscapes’ (p.169). Like Hickey-Moody, we use the term to practice as research to refer to creativities that are authored in and draw on multiple fields and which address multiplicities of practice.
	Our own conception of arts education, like art making, is a process grounded in activism, diverse creativities and embodiment; it is tied not singularly to the supposed will of an artist but rather, the principle of multiplicities that make up subjectivity, sociocultural, psychological processes, working philosophies, diverse creativities and the arts-as-political-as-embodiment of practice as research. Typically, practice as research can start from not knowing and it may end up in ambiguity and paradox. Typically, the arts provoke, they challenge, they surprise and they involve multiplicities of practice particularly in arts-based environmental education (Boeckel, 2013). In reflecting on the urgency for charting new sustainable development goals (SDGs) for the Earth’s resources, on which human life depends, it is acknowledged as irrefutably being played out across local and global scales (Leach et al., 2012). Similarly, there has been a great deal written about the need for pushing out the boundaries of how we learn at all levels, from K-12 (primary and secondary school sectors) to college and graduate levels. Expanding arts practice into arts education and into the field of arts-based environmental education, makes a significant contribution in the context of deepening our connection to the living earth, to ecological sustainability, to indifference, to environmental education, and of the theme of nature to arts education. This remains a domain that is too often ignored, subject siloed and even totally foreign to and marginalised in education. 
	The imperative for arts practice as research and the many issues related directly inform the future of education. Views of education – especially those expressed by Montessori, Steiner, Dewey, Piaget, Vygotsky, Bruner, Reggio Emilia, Eisner, the Deleuzian trope of ‘being and becoming’, whether through creative and arts-informed practice or practice as research, represent learning, just as they relate childhood expressions and ways of thinking and knowing, to the many poetic or aesthetic languages that are expressed in art making, as with Karen Bard’s (2003) post humanist performativity, art is integrated in nature and the learner’s understanding of its environment. By connecting specifically with practice as research, as a core unifying strategy, this chapter features three illustrative practice examples from within the context of performative intercultural dance installation, a primary school curriculum, and a higher education masters programme.  We bring inventive provocations of three themes, as tools for thinking using the concepts of (i) arts activism; (ii) diverse creativities and (iii) embodiment all of which bring a depth and duration to the work of doing practice as research.  The knowledges mobilized by such practices address and further extend the obvious question, which is why the call to bring together (and the possible bridging and border-crossing of) these practices might be desirable at this time. The point at issue here is to straddle borders of insiderness/outsiderness, of subject silos, of diverse creativities, and of the arts and artists in society, to illustrate the forces of power that shape practice as research, three of which are illustrated next. 
THREE ILLUSTRATIVE PRACTICES AS RESEARCH
Environmental or eco artists are ecologically and politically motivated to change the way we view our world. Often, they create through the body and, with this, the embodiment of a range of artistic practices. Environmental or eco artists, along with artist activists, undertake the production of art in a field of engagement in which diverse creativities are embodied in practice. Embodied in arts activism practice are diverse creativities such as inter-cultural, interdisciplinary and artistic relativities, which are unique practices with particular kinds of power and capacity. These practices involve the body as a performative locus of agency, which exists as a surface that is historically, socially, politically, culturally and geographically inscribed.
	What follows is an introduction to three arts activist enquiry practices as research which embody: (i) ‘intercultural creativity’ in a choreographic eco-artist practice positioning climate change and water sustainability as geographically and politically inscribed in the intercultural spaces of Greenland and Denmark; (ii)‘transdisciplinary creativity’ understanding STEAM practices in a primary school connecting to nature; and (ii) ‘artistic creativity’ understanding how an artist activist’s residency enhanced a master’s programme through arts activism in a Higher Education settings in the UK. Each project features artist-researcher collaborations. Each practice involves arts activism. Each practice makes explicit an understanding of the body as inscriptor, where the relationship between the body, power, and the re/production of knowledge is crucial in addressing debates concerning what the arts contribute, for instance, to the UN initiative of Sustainable Development Goals. 
Melting Ice: Arts activism embodying ‘intercultural creativity’ in a performative intercultural dance installation
Environmental art offers a means of expression, communicative exchange, public engagement and insight into one another's interpretation of issues. Environmental artists offer artistic form to doing democracy in the creation of spaces where, among other things, myths are uncovered and broken down. In their work on the political uses of popular culture, Inghorn and Street (2013) argue that popular culture plays three roles in art as activism or activist arts: representing the wider world, forming collective identities and mobilizing action. Increasingly new and important artistic communities, practices and forms of art activism, are being used to influence public engagement with, and even drive, current debate on climate change.
	That the ice in Greenland has reduced dramatically in recent years has a big influence worldwide because the rise of the water and air temperatures affects climate around the world. We are facing an anthropogenic degradation seeing melting ice contrasted with increased regions of drought. The power and politics of the arts is a way of raising awareness and responding to this globally shared problem which is centrally addressed through a performative intercultural dance installation called ‘Melting Ice’ (Siku Aappoq/Ice Melts). This practice offers a sensual portraying of Greenland and Scandinavia in relation to the melting ice that is a consequence of climate change (published in 2018 in Choreographic Practices: Performing Ecologies in a World in Crises Journal Special Issue Guest Editors Robert Bingham and Sondra Fraleigh. For the full account of this project see Burnard et al, 2018 and see a film of the dance at http://bibacc.org/performative-project/).
	This performative intercultural dance installation is about the melting ice in Greenland and its effect in Scandinavia; it reflects the Greenlanders’ and Scandinavians’ relationship to climate change. The choreographic practice involves dance as a performed art, and the dancing body in the act of performance in the context of community, as a form of communal expression, which relies on the solubility of the body in its various expressive forms. The ‘dancing body’, as argued by Sondra Fraleigh (1987, p. 53), is a thinking, feeling, acting, expressive whole rooted within the social, political and economic contexts of our own individual collective histories that is ‘an experiential and kinaesthetic level, which precedes words’ (p.53) (see Photo Set 1 below for illustrations of ‘the dancing body’).

Photo Set 1  ‘The dancing body’ embodying activism – GOES HERE.
SUSAN SENDING THESE PHOTOS SEPERATELY. Have written permission from the film maker.

	Participation in arts activism can be characterised as a practice that calls for embodied, affective, relational understandings of research used for increasing sensitivity and raising awareness of the environment in the materiality of making (Hickey-Moody and Page, 2016). 	
	Arts activism involves, according to Jokela (1995), categories that work towards achieving this. These involve:
1.	Focusing your observations and perceiving them more sensitively,
2.	Bringing forward the processes happening in nature and help, in perceiving them more sensitively: growth and decay, the flow of water, the turning of day and night, etc.,
3.	Aiming to alter set ways of viewing the environment,
4.	Testing the scale of the environment and human ‘limits’ (pp. 25-36).
5.	Recognising the interconnections of all phenomena (human and non-human, actual and virtual in unexpected ways (Barad, 2007)
An intrinsic component of the overt and active engagement of people in choreographic practice involves how eco-artistic art-activist performance operates as intercultural dialogue within and between the bodies to enlarge and enrich human expression. Additionally, it involves human understanding and orientation of attention to climate change (French & Loxley, 2015).
	This involves being more than merely a receptive body repeating static dance patterns but seeing ‘dance’ as a communal activity requiring the audience to engage as active participants, remaining physically passive, yet acting upon and responding through the inherent movement qualities involving a dynamic quality of transformation associated with public issues and change at a personal, social, cultural and political level. So, how do we assign meaning to the dance and the lived body through forms of authorship involving intercultural creativity? How does “being-in-relation” (which is often experienced by those who see themselves as insiders) form both part of nature while standing outside of it and dancing it? Here, we draw upon Helen Cixous intercultural definition of “to live the orange” to dismantle the split between the mind and the body, the masculine and feminine, the creative and the analytic, that enables cultures to become as one. We also draw on Sondra Horton Fraleigh’s (1999) insightful work whose search for documentation regarding Butoh, a postmodern dance form and genre known as ‘dance of darkness’ originating in Japan as an effort to recover the primal body, has deepened our understanding of and appreciation for (and being able to see) ‘the community body’. This term refers to the intercultural bodily communication between the performer and audience who are drawn together in a symbiotic relationship.  This is best described in the words of Fraleigh (1987, p.70):
The dance is the context that passes between them. It is the creation, the accomplished work – expressed, received and returned. What a dancer gains back from a work inevitably contains what the audience sees in it. The indirect dialogue, by means of the dance, returns something of value to the dancer, who expresses it, and to the other, who experiences and assigns its worth.  
	Perhaps the most important element in this characterisation of practice as research is connection: connection between selves, others, sociocultural and political context, and the language of dance used to articulate/represent those dialogic connections. It involves connections between personal experience and larger activist issues concerning the interrelations and negotiations between selves and others. Like many artists with an expertise in choreography, the performing body, a body which moves while it thinks, feels while it imagines and senses as it understands, dialectically becomes the representation as empowered agent of climate change which is inherently and necessarily embodied. Embodiment, as argued by Tami Spry (2011:62) reveals the inherency, the seamlessness, the materiality of the personal and political, in a manner where we cannot tell where one ends and the other begins. The choreographic practice that inheres in “Melting Ice” concentrates on the body as a site from which comes forward the story of climate change, and the processes happening in nature (i.e. the iceberg), which is generated by turning the internally somatic (the body’s interaction with culture) into the externally semantic (language, a telling) (see Photo Set 2 by way of example). 


Photo Set 2 The ‘community body’ becomes a ‘telling’ of the iceberg – GOES HERE.
SUSAN SENDING THESE PHOTOS SEPERATELY. Have written permission from the film maker.


Embodiment, then, is a critical, reflective and analytical interweave of meaning, signification and representation. In this choreographic practice, the body becomes an active and performative locus of agency, which exists politically, culturally and geographically inscribed and hence engages dialogically and ideologically.
	Integral to the Danish artistic director of Yggdrasil Dance Company (www.yggdrasildance.dk) and choreographer of ‘Melting Ice’, Birgitte Bauer-Nilsen’s, practice is her view of the ‘performance’ of politics as expressly and instrumentally political. She embraces ‘performance’ as a method of ‘artistic rebellion’. And when the performance is less overtly directed at government and instrumental political actions, it still carries out, in public spaces, a discourse about authorship of a collective embodiment of decisions, as the following conversation with Birgitte, the environmental activist artist choreographer suggests.
I let my dancers’ own creativities be part of the performance … it is as well their participatory discourse, their motivations, and as such, it’s about inclusion, resilience, connection and shared views … and all these things create a kind of artistic rebellion ... it is in their expression of an inner space and of their inputs. They are equal voices with me.... We do a lot of talking … conceptualizing and creating the performance together including visions of society in which difference and opposition to power are continually expressed and reinforced. 
	The dialogue that the choreographer refers to between herself and the dancers is echoed in the narrative of the dance itself, where the characters become melting icebergs in their environment through embodied meta-language, and the environment responds through production elements: the sound, the set, the lighting and the atmosphere. The materiality of the set is ever changing and as the “ice melts” the movement has little choice but to acquiesce. The seamless devolution of the ice demonstrates for an audience that it is a deliberate act that has lead to the demise of this environment and holds the humans accountable for the atrocities of choice. Central to the activism is the use of sound that floats between being atmospheric into a purposeful role of activism, a call to arms. The metaphors are too powerful to ignore. The schism between cultural (mis)understandings are portrayed through the actions of the characters but are reinforced by sound and set (see Photo Set 3 for a screenshot of the iceberg designed by installation artist Marianne Grønnow who uses a transparent blanket/a crystal in organza material to symbolize an iceberg. The dancers can go under, be upon and move the iceberg using this crystal. The dancers are mystic characters with white paint on their bodies a small cloth around their hips.)

Photo Set 3  The symbol of an iceberg – GOES HERE.
SUSAN SENDING THESE PHOTOS SEPERATELY. Have written permission from the film maker.

	Irrespective of prior political beliefs entering into this climate change educative experience, the choreographic work acts to bind the audience, the dancers and the choreographer through their intent. This in-turn forms the collective identity described by Cutcher (2015). The work takes a localised issue and yet demonstrates the global significance. The test of the effectiveness of the message and intent being clear will result in the mobilization of action.
	Alexander, one of the participating dancers is a Greenlander; he is born, raised and lives in Greenland with his family. He speaks Greenlandic. Alexander informs the dance company about the Inuit culture, because he lives with the value of the Inuit and has been part of their culture his whole life. The Inuit make up 89% of the population in Greenland. Aviaja Lumholdt, the singer is Inuit. As with Alexander, Greenlanders or Greenlandic Inuit (kalaallit) are the indigenous peoples of Greenland and citizens of Denmark. Most speak Greenlandic and identify as having Greenlandic ethnicity.
	Alexander speaks of the ephemerality of nature and the transience of dance performance, which seems importantly different. There exists a fundamental perceptual and cultural belonging in terms of his identity as a Greenlandic dancer and the continual process of becoming a vehicle with which to enhance the political and public engagement with issues of climate change.
For me, it is the performance process which continually forms the theme, the nature, the soul of the project which is “Melting Ice” … I was always interested and intrigued to see how Greenlandic people see it or experience it, or maybe how they have a lack of really noticing it. And then also how foreigners or people from other countries, ... how they choose to see it or see the importance of it or the significance of it and I really think it’s quite interesting, this contrast in ways of seeing things. And I think it’s quite interesting how this thing with how people, just as a human race, we're used to adapting. So again we Greenlandic people when we live in it we're constantly adapting ... this year the ice, like if the ocean, if you go further north the ocean will freeze to ice, and that means you can't get ships with food for several months. We have a very big inland but that's the polar ice cap and it's ... nothing lives there…When you have inland climate – it gets really cold in the winter and then it will get really warm in the summer. I really do experience myself as someone that is always very connected and loving towards nature and ... especially the nature here in Greenland. …It’s a unique place, I'm Greenlandic and I want to stand up for it. I think this dance raises awareness. 
	Alexander says a lot that demystifies the ubiquity and magnitude of cultural belonging and ways of being as a Greenlandic person rooted in local knowledge and social commitment. He lives a Greenlandic experience directly but reflects on it as a dance performance. The embodiment of cultural knowledge is present as he tries to articulate the emergence of ideas as a dancer.
The choreography was developed through improvisation and of course Birgitte's guidelines ... she had a very detailed synopsis... so we knew kind of what she was looking for and we improvised around that... As a Greenlander, I know water. It's liquid, it's flowy, it has no sharp edges, but then the iceberg is like the opposite. It's hard, and it has edges and it's clean cut ... anatomically as well. And sometimes it's the feeling of the enormousness of these icebergs, how massive and important they are to nature…I think that balance between being something massive. Being still. Moving. Being still. Then there was the flowing in or around the iceberg, and the cracking, the noises. It's like it really is something that is alive. 
	Alexander lives in his body, learns about self, others and culture through his own analysis of his own performance of embodied knowledge as a Greenlandic dancer. The choreographic practice and embodied intercultural creativity is generated through the performance process, which continually forms and reforms the performative body and the text of the body. The performance becomes a heuristic tool in the process of embodying intercultural creativity in the performance of, arts activism and the embodiment of arts as activism.
Environmental Education: Arts activism embodying ‘transdisciplinary creativity’ in a UK primary school
As with the previous arts as activism practice as research, which acknowledged that we are living in the age of the Anthropocene, a period in history where the planet has been irretrievably changed and altered by human activity and practices, the manifold forms of arts-based environmental education are emerging. Within an apocalyptic context, there is growing movement for reconciling art and science for sustainability; that is, integrating art and science for transformative understanding and building social ecological resilience (Westley, Scheffer & Folke, 2012). There is also significant interest in transdisciplinarity: that studying Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) as separate subjects is increasingly seen as an anachronistic task even for those going on the path to become scientists and mathematicians. It is concerning that children and adolescent learners think that STEM subjects lack creativity and often do not relate to the aspirations they have for themselves (Mendick, Berge & Danielsson, 2017). The rise of the term STE(A)M, to denote the inclusion of the Arts (the (A) in STE(A)M), has shown its capacity to embrace and transform the landscape of 21st century learning, particularly in secondary education contexts. For these reasons, we sought to research transdisciplinary creativity in a primary school that sought to reconnect to the natural world through an open-ended artistic process. (For the full account of this project see Burnard et al, 2017). Commissioned by the late Anna Craft (see Craft 2015 a posthumous publication dedicated to her legacy) for the purpose of inspiring a vision of possible educational futures, and inspiring the possibility curricula spaces, ‘With the heart of a child’ is a sculpture installation described by its author, eco-artist/activist/sculptor Nicola Ravenscroft, as bringing together “all nations on Earth in the creation of a significant and innovative sculpture installation. This sculpture raises intellectual and emotional awareness of the urgent need to educate children and adults alike in the art of sustainable water management and conservation, and seeks peacefully to effect change, both to public policy and human behaviour”. (See www.withtheheartofachild.com (​http:​/​​/​www.withtheheartofachild.com​/​​) for more information about the artist, and the purpose and significance of this installation.)		






Photo Set 4: ‘With the Heart of a child’ installation a catalyst for STEAM education – GOES HERESUSAN SENDING THESE PHOTOS SEPERATELY. Have written permission from the film maker.
	In this primary school context, the installation provided the basis from which to explore how arts activates trasndisciplinary creativity to enable the co-authoring of STE(A)M education and for raising awareness about climate change and water sustainability. The data sets were collected during the study over two school terms across 2016 and 2017. The six researchers, including an artist, several teachers, the Head teacher, a senior teaching assistant and university research partners were directly involved. Teachers were invited to experiment with ways of using contemporary eco art installations as a tool or springboard across (and in non-art areas of) their curriculum with their students. Data were collected through (teachers’, artists’ and researchers’) discussions, observations, teachers’ self-reflection accounts, photos (taken by teachers), scrapbooks, workshops, artefacts, (children’s own) audio-recordings and interviews. Data sets featured teachers’ and children’s exposure to, exploration of, and interaction with the sculptural installation ‘With the heart of a child’. Both teachers and children were invited to work as artists, creating possibility spaces for figurative/abstract responses to the sculptures and for little-me making activity (Boeckel, 2013). Data sets featured creation of possibility spaces, in a set of formal classroom practices, for the fusion of arts and mathematics, i.e. teaching and learning mathematics through seeing and hearing patterns, discovering one’s body in a new way, thinking with one’s hands, seeing music and hearing mathematics. 
	Along with offering leading-edge practices using STE(A)M Education (in Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and Mathematics), this small-scale study promised several things: Firstly, we aimed to arrive at new understandings about what characterizes ‘possibility spaces’ within the learning engagement of young children and how such spaces encourage transdisciplinary creativity. Secondly, we asked what the arts uniquely contribute to STE(A)M education in primary education. Thirdly, we reviewed how arts activism could be understood and theorized by investigating the role that using an eco-artist’s sculptural installation as a stimulus played in implementing practice as research. We theorised ‘possibility spaces’ as the unique enabling spaces in which innovative arts activism and learning engagements emerge. What these spaces and related practices highlight, in particular, is how artists undertake art activism, where the art making becomes a way that allows for raising awareness; a way to retrieve, express and communicate a political message. Here, transdisciplinary creativity enabled particular forms of authorship to lead to particular kinds of learning power and capacity.
	We learned that the experience of art making provides a doorway which, once passed through, can help make new and valuable innovative links and meaning in Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) education for both teachers and children. We learned that if teachers engage in/with/through the co-creation of possibility spaces, as sites of transdisciplinary learning, together with children, they give way to ‘possibility thinking’ and teaching differently. We also came to understand that the materiality of teachers’ work, inspired by arts activism holds within it a set of possibility spaces and opportunities for authentic, hands-on, interactive learning, allowing children, their teachers and school communities to form the vanguard of transformation now needed to co-create and realize their collective dreams for sustained creative futures.
Facult/art/em: Arts activism embodying ‘artistic creativity’ in a Higher Education masters programme
We used to think of artist residencies with an artist removed from the noise and obligations of regular life, getting to concentrate on their creative life, often in a beautiful locale, retreat or space (www.macdowellcolony.org (​http:​/​​/​www.macdowellcolony.org​) www.hillendart.com.au (​http:​/​​/​www.hillendart.com.au​)). Now we see more and more artists becoming involved in political action and social movements working on key aspects of contemporary arts in public space practice, and with communities as public eco-artists making public art that engages and responds to its environment and environmental education, bringing us to a new awareness and offering alternatives to conventional outcomes. 
	The conventional ways higher education has been expected to perform its functions for the benefit of the larger society have been: (a) to emphasise the specialised knowledge and skills necessary for the development of a modern, technology based society; and (b) in the practical application of new discoveries to changes in societal demands. Collectively, this demonstrates an urgent need for higher education research which is transformative, participatory, involving academic and non-academic stakeholders during all parts of the process, and which is socially responsible, with the power to transform and emancipate. This is where artists and the application of arts-based methods can find fresh ways of seeing, understanding and shaping the organizational learning ecologies in Higher Education (HE) and can lead us to some of the best tools for arts activism.
	We asked, what could an arts activism enquiry practice, configured both as research and as pedagogical tool, do for enhancing the master’s programme? What can arts do, in pedagogical relationship with a diverse set of master’s programmes, to enhance and guide new didactics? 
	This ‘fact of embodiment’ as Ellsworth (2005:166) puts it, is central to arts-based methods. Similarly, Gatens (1996:67) argues
Emphasis on the body and space allows one to consider not simply how discourses and practices create ideologically appropriate subjects but also how these practices construct certain sorts of body with particular kinds of power and capacity; that is, how bodies are turned into individuals of various kinds.
	The artist residency, framed as arts activism, took place over five months in the Faculty of Education. The intention was to enhance the experience of the Masters students. The concept and name given to the residency was FACULT-ART-EM. This is a play on the Latin word ‘facultas’ meaning capability, possibility, opportunity, skill and ability. The aim of FACULT-ART-EM was to create spaces for and by Masters students and staff at the Faculty of Education, University of Cambridge, and for an artist to facilitate reflective artistic creative engagements with students and staff that would enhance their experience of the Masters programme (www facult-art-em.net).
	The resident artist, Susanne Jasilek, a distinguished multi-media artist, facilitated a range of workshops, creative reflections, conversations and explorations that offered opportunities to ‘perform’ within, and in response to, a series of diverse art making activities in the form of a call for entries, pop-ups, workshops both within lectures as part of the teaching programme with lecturers, and independent art workshops. Willing participants were invited to take a moment out of the trajectory of their day, sometimes just for a minute, sometimes for an hour or so, to reflect, illustrate and express their journeys of becoming and being educational researchers, using a variety of media including film, sound, clay, collage, paint, poetry, sculpture and drawing. 
	The precise role of the artist was to create an open ended, fluid, exploratory and non-judgemental space, within a number of different locations in the faculty building (an in-between space) for others to use artistic forms of self-reflection, self-observation, reflexive investigation and subjectivity to explore the researcher’s experience and processes. Susanne, together with students and staff, explored diverse creative processes and practices, which culminated in creating a vibrant body of reflective work in the form of a film, a sound piece, sculptures and reflective research journeying and mapping by students and staff. 
	These reflective practices explored a range of themes including happiness, research journeying and connections to wider educational and cultural experiences. The residency was documented on an online ongoing blog, www.facult-art-em.net and culminated in a film installation, open to the faculty community for 2 days, and the launch of the ANABLOG, a beautiful and impressive eight-metre long scroll featuring the activities and work of the art residency that hangs through three floors of the faculty building. These artefacts leave a lasting legacy of this unique and valuable project for future students.
	Data generated from the living enquiry programme featured participatory research. This data included collage portraits, happiness films, transcriptions and photographs from pop-up sessions involving ‘self in place’ and wool winder messages. There was a great deal of art making as part of lesson plans, art making in response to lectures, art making in response to research journeys, creative minute taking, field recordings (Can I have a word?), clay work, end-of-year party mandala making (Circles of Influence), documenting feedback and collating material, developing installations, event and pod building, designing the ANABLOG and engaging in mapping journeys. 
	The impact of arts activism (i.e. advocating arts as a valued pedagogical tool) in this institution is still to be fully understood and realized. We have illustrated the generative capacity of artistic creativity. This is about being-in-relation in classrooms, which become spaces for possibilities derived from the alternative approaches employed. These are subjective, interdisciplinary, embodied spaces in which a type of translation occurs, where experience can be deconstructed and where other forms of arts activism can be created; where boundaries can be dissolved between self and other.  
	All academics are potentially artist-educators and leaders in that all can create arts-based pedagogies and followers by influencing those around them, whether as academics or heads of department we need to actively advocate that all academics are leaders in their occupation. We also need to advocate that all academics can engage students uniquely through the use of arts-based methods as a form of empowerment that empowers and tries to resist hegemonic structures and neo-liberal discourses. This was the message embodied in this practice.   
CONCLUDING THOUGHTS
The conception/s of the arts signified by arts activism and the A in STE(A)M is unclear across the literature. In this chapter, the term ‘arts’ was used interchangeably to denote (visual) art, and any another art form e.g. drama, music, art ‘thinking’, digital media or dance, or arts-based pedagogies that dominate in arts classrooms. The associated values of such a range of ‘activist’ options were rooted in well-being, aesthetics, economics, humanitarian and environmental issues and education (Canatella, 2015).
	Despite this apparently diverse range of conceptions, a common view of the arts, as an important part of a broad and balanced community curriculums see the arts as valuable both intrinsically and instrumentally; the arts as social, inclusive, humanising, and thereby significant for human development in society, was presented. As such, the arts retain their legitimacy as specific and equally valuable perspectives on the world. Instrumentally, literature also talks of the arts as valuable in that they support pupils’ learning, and motivation to pursue learning, in areas such as STEM subjects, where the arts are evidenced as giving learners a more positive view of interlinking STEM subjects, continued engagement, and involvement beyond post-compulsory education.
	Our intention was to characterise how arts activism practices as research might be used in diverse education settings. Interwoven in these practices, as research is a broader concern with the potentially diverging purposes of arts education. These are generally recognised as pertaining to two main sets of concerns: education of arts specialists, and education that includes the broader, ethical, and intellectual development of children, as persons and citizens. These concerns lead to different curriculum designs and pedagogies where arts education is for individual moral and intellectual growth—the goals we have always sought for developing citizens—looks (and should look) different from an arts education for technical competency and disciplinary expertise.
	There is a tension in the literature between accounts of arts which foreground a commitment to a more humanizing education linking arts to the changing contract between science and arts and society (see CLA, 2014), and those who emphasise the value of arts to excite and motivate and engage learners as artists. 
	This chapter has foregrounded what is a global socio-political concern with, what some say is a crisis in, the relationship between people and their environment. Such crisis finds its roots in culturally seated ideas of Nature, which have given rise to enlightenment epistemologies (see, for example, Bateson, 1974; Van Boeckel, 2015). They argue this debate exemplifies the complex and challenging relationship that science has with society, and the need for science to change in order to meet the challenges that lie ahead. As Raven states: 
We need new ways of thinking about our place in the world and the ways in which we relate to natural systems in order to be able to develop a sustainable world for our children and grandchildren (Raven, 2002, pp. 239-40).
	Arts activists are developing new and lucrative means for engaging with economic sustainability and growth, engaging with a vast range of useful discoveries, that can best serve the needs of society to meet future challenges. This argument arises from two interconnected concerns about the nature of the global problems facing the world. Firstly, that scientific and technological developments have provided new opportunities, but it is also important to recognise that such developments have also provided the means by which humans have impacted significantly on Earth (Gray and Colucci-Gray, 2014). As Gray and Colucci-Gray (2014) state:
While these global issues provide a focus for the attention of science and politicians looking for 'solutions', another side of the coin is the fact that the increasing scale and power of science and technology, coupled with huge financial investment, has actually contributed to many of these problems (p. 20).
	This chapter has provided practice as research which shows how the body allows one to consider not simply how practices are infused by diverse creativities but also how these practices construct certain types of body with particular kinds of power and capacity to change our world through the arts in society. 
	This chapter was designed to stimulate reflection and discussion by teachers, students, artists, researchers and policy makers interested in what it might mean to live the arts-as-political-as-embodiment in our work as arts teachers, researchers, artists and learners bringing together new practices through the development of arts activism, diverse creativities and embodiment in arts education.
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